
Hey, I’m Yigal!
I UNLOCK Leaders.
I am a SPEAKER, BUSINESS COACH,BEST-SELLING
AUTHOR,PODCAST HOST,HUSBAND AND FATHER.

I am on a mission to unlock LEADERS in any title and
position. I help people transform into profit producing
leaders.I do that by igniting the leader within business
owners and teams to become epic leaders that will shift
through making more, stressing less, and having more
time through self-leadership skills. 

I speak about mastering self-leadership skills and how
leadership affects your life and your business. My
approach is NO -BS, straightforward, and infused with
the wisdom of real-world strategies. It’s time to move
beyond traditional leadership—because it’s outdated
and ineffective, and it’s time we fix it!Let's redefine
leadership together and turn your potential into profit.

Scan this QR  to get connected!

(858) 362-5151

@yigaladato

 yigal@leaderato.com



“The Real Deal!”“The Real Deal!”

TESTIMONIALS!
"It was great having you in the conference, you are
an excellent speaker, thank you for tips and advice
you shared!"
- Gabby Yanez

"It was such a powerful experience for our team. I feel
like we had some real breakthroughs happening in that
room. It speaks volumes about your ability to get our
team out of their shells and open up while giving them
the confidence to reach their goals."
- Kyleigh Moreno

"Great job of showing not telling and having everyone
leaving, not just thinking about it, but having done it.
Huge difference in value!"
- Mark Anderson

"A few months ago I reached out to someone
I admire and who was doing what I want to do on a
much bigger scale.Yigal Adato , thank you for the
nuggets of knowledge and wisdom you
gave me and for helping me Unlock my
Leadership! Last week I used the turtle story for the
first time ever in a paid speaking engagement and it
was one of the best experiences ever!"
- Pepper Brooks

"I have spent several months single parenting 3 and 4
year old girls, become a director for Goodwill Industries
of North Louisiana, completed a year long Chamber of
Commerce leadership class, and was named a 40 under
Forty recipient. And I'm a commercial lender at a bank."
- Walt Gaskins

YIGAL IN ACTION!

https://youtu.be/scYDVk0zeYo?si=pruKYbbHHP0CLw-n

